Prediction of annual dengue incidence by hydro-climatic extremes for southern Taiwan.
Dengue is one of the most rapidly spreading mosquito-borne viral diseases in the world. An increase in the incidence of dengue is commonly thought to be a consequence of variability of weather conditions. Taiwan, which straddles the Tropic of Cancer, is an excellent place to study the relationship between weather conditions and dengue fever cases since the island forms an isolated geographic environment. Therefore, clarifying the association between extreme weather conditions and annual dengue incidence is one of important issues for epidemic early warning. In this paper, we develop a Poisson regression model with extreme weather parameters for prediction of annual dengue incidence. A leave-one-out method is used to evaluate the performance of predicting dengue incidence. Our results indicate that dengue transmission has a positive relationship with the minimum temperature predictors during the early summer while a negative relationship with all the maximum 24-h rainfall predictors during the early epidemic phase of dengue outbreaks. Our findings provide a better understanding of the relationships between extreme weather and annual trends in dengue cases in Taiwan and it could have important implications for dengue forecasts in surrounding areas with similar meteorological conditions.